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北署予防瓦版

I am "Momonosuke", the mascot of Okayama City Fire Department!

This year's "North Station Fire Preventive Kawaraban" No. 3 will 

follow second issue, so be careful of the inspectors.

（Issuance of Kawaraban is irregular.）

For fire-fighting objects (buildings) that must be equipped with fire-fighting equipment such as fire extinguishers under 

the Fire Service Act, it is obligatory to inspect the fire-fighting equipment on a regular basis and report the results to the 

fire department every year or every three years. ..(Except for condominiums, general housing is not obliged to install or 

inspect.)

There are malicious inspectors who say that they will inspect the fire extinguisher, forcibly do the work and charge a 

large amount of money. Please be careful not to damage it!

Case study

There was a phone call at the store saying, "It's time to inspect the fire extinguisher. I'll come to you."About 30 

minutes later, a duo wearing work clothes came and said, "I'm the one who called you earlier, and I'm going to start 

the inspection. Please sign here." The employee signed.The duo immediately looked around the fire extinguisher and 

said, "One has expired," and replaced it with a new one.The employee, who was charged while the responsible 

person was doing other work, assumed that the responsible person had already agreed and paid.When the person in 

charge was given the receipt by the employee, he realized that the inspection of four fire extinguishers (one of which 

was newly installed) was as expensive as 50,000 yen, and that the duo was a contractor outside the prefecture.

Precautions ! !
⋆ Pretending to be an usual inspector or a request from the head office.

Ask for identification and confirm that he is a contractor!

⋆ Forcibly come in and do the work (dishonest inspection) without

permission.

Do not let them enter easily!Make a clear refusal!Be sure to witness!

⋆ They asks for a signature on the document (actually, the contract)

without explaining the contents.

Do not sign documents without checking the contents!

⋆ Charge a large amount of money.Show the contract and claim it is a

legitimate contract.

Don't ask for a discount on your bill! (It is considered that the contrac

has been approved.)

⋆ Refuse to return the fire extinguisher.Charge a storage fee.Intimidate.

Report any fraudulent or threatening behavior to the police!

Make sure you are 

aware of malicious 

vendors on a 

regular basis!


